EPILOGUE

I, Venus, goddess of love, and my mischievous son, Eros, hope you have enjoyed your voyage to the Dark Side of love. But beware you mediocrities, my work is not done...

Eros reminds us that...

... and nothing kills it quicker than a dose of a venereal disease!
EPILOGUE

So while at this show, heed the advice on the cancel and use a condom, or your name could be on a mourning telegram like this one in a few years.

Telegram

KONINKRIJK BELGIË
REGIE VAN TELEGRAAF EN TELEFOON

TELEGRAM

Kantoor van afzending  nummer  woordental  datum  uur van afgifte.

ANTWERPEN  01103  36  1018

MR ET MME WAFFELAERT

NEVER NEGLECT YOUR
SEXUAL HEALTH
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